
The power behind RHEA Group’s  
security operations centre services
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Use rapidPHIRE to gain an unparalleled 
understanding of your network infrastructure and 
cybersecurity posture – it does the heavy lifting, 
empowering you to tackle today’s constantly 
evolving security climate.

Our world-class security operations centres (SOCs) 
use rapidPHIRE to provide continuous, timely 
updates, 24/7, for services such as our Managed 
Detection and Response (MDR) solutions.

RHEA Group’s rapidPHIRE® is a traffic analytics 
platform that provides situational awareness 
and remediation of cyber threats operating 
inside your network. It works for small 
businesses, global enterprises and anything  
in between.

rapidPHIRE is built on the philosophy of ‘Watch – 
Learn – React’. By knowing your network and the 
threats you face, you can take control.  

Watch – Learn – React.

Know your network.  
Know your threats.  
Take control.™
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Boost your cybersecurity with full 
contextual awareness
The scalable 
installation and zero-
touch configuration 
provided by 
rapidPHIRE® give you 
a straightforward way 
to acquire total visibility 
of your entire network. 
Contextually-linked 
cyber intelligence 
provides a complete 
picture of what is really 
happening.

Prioritize alerts and signals, eliminating alert 
overload

Detect cyber threats better and faster, dramatically 
shortening the gap between breach and detection

 Triage cyber incidents much more rapidly

Solve security problems faster and with  
less effort.

Our unique network traffic analysis technology within rapidPHIRE lets you:

We have never seen a more comprehensive, easy-to-interpret 
representation of the data. This platform is not optional, it is essential.
Government security agency

Watch – Learn – React.
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Why rapidPHIRE is unique 
We know it costs time and money and requires 
expert personnel to maintain an effective 
security posture. rapidPHIRE provides an 
efficient, cost-effective solution that yields  
a tangible return on investment.

Using advanced network traffic analysis and 
machine learning, rapidPHIRE gives you full 
visibility of your security position. It lets you:

•  Track threats as they enter your network 
perimeter

•  Track any unauthorized movement of data out 
of your network

•  Watch lateral movement between endpoints

•  Develop a complete understanding of your 
security event history.

Cyber incidents (40%) now rank 
alongside business interruption (41%) 
and pandemic outbreak (40%) as the 
top three corporate risks and all three 
are strongly interlinked.340% 41% 40%

Why invest in rapidPHIRE®

Average cost of 
a data breach1.

US$3.86
million

Average time to identify 
and contain a breach1.

280 
days

US$3.58
million

 Average savings 
related to a 
data breach in 
organizations with 
fully deployed security 
automation vs no 
automation1.

Proportion of 
cyberattacks caused 
by human error2.

60%



Features

Network Traffic 
Analytics

Temporal Node 
Entropy Analytics

Dynamic Granular 
Control™

Visual Cyber Kill 
Chain® Analytics

Exclusive CyRIN 
Intelligence

Multi-Vector Defence

Real-Time Detection

Application Awareness

Plug-and-Play 
Installation

Scalable Architecture

Third-Party Integration

Agent or Agentless 
Deployment

Content Inspection 

Know your network. Know your threats. Take control.™

What is rapidPHIRE?

rapidPHIRE is a context-aware cyber security NTA (Network Traffic Analytics) platform 
that provides situational awareness and remediation of cyber threats operating inside 
SMB and Enterprise networks.

Using advanced network traffic analysis and machine learning, rapidPHIRE lets you 
track threats as they enter your network perimeter, watch lateral movement between 
endpoints, and develop a complete understanding of your security event history.

It costs time, money, and personnel to maintain effective security posture. Imagine a 
cost-effective solution that provides efficiency, reduces costs, and provides you with a 
tangible return on investment. 

rapidPHIRE is built on the philosophy of ‘watch’, ‘learn’, ‘react’. Know your network. 
Know your threats. Take control. Gain an unparalleled understanding of your network 
infrastructure and cyber security posture. rapidPHIRE does the heavy-lifting; 
empowering you to tackle today’s ever-evolving security climate. 
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Most cybersecurity solutions are ‘reactive’ and 
provide only point-in-time alerts about existing 
independent events – they do not provide full 
visibility of your network. However, your business 
can only protect itself effectively against today’s 
sophisticated threats by using a ‘proactive’ 
security approach, like rapidPHIRE. rapidPHIRE’s 
cyber threat hunting reveals previously invisible 
problems and hidden ‘chatter’, and reduces the 
time taken to detect breaches.

Proactive cyber threat hunting

rapidPHIRE delivers:

•  A unique blend of cyber threat discovery 
based on threat intelligence with behavioural 
analytics, providing full stack situational 
awareness and the capability to perform 
comprehensive cyber threat hunting

•  The ability to leverage your existing tools in 
an efficient manner to provide full visibility and 
understanding of your network

•  A rich visual story, providing quick answers 
that allow threat hunters to pivot through data 
quickly.

Instant discovery and rapid remediation

malware. As soon as a change occurs, a 
remediation plan is set in motion, making it 
impossible for assets to be compromised, and any 
infected assets are restored back to their original, 
uncompromised state. The offending executable is 
stopped, altered configuration settings are repaired, 
deleted or corrupted files are restored using 
patented technology and open ports are closed.

Should a breach occur, rapidPHIRE® 
Terminus™ closes the detection gap by 
providing rapid response and remediation. 
Its purpose is to ensure that once inside 
an organization, no attacker can leave with 
proprietary information. It minimizes damage 
to enterprise systems and secures your  
critical assets. 

When high-value assets are at risk, instant 
detection and rapid response are critical. 
rapidPHIRE Terminus achieves this by continuously 
scanning more machine assets than any other 
endpoint security product – more than 700,000 
attributes per machine, in memory where malware 
often hides and on the hard drive. 

rapidPHIRE Terminus uses advanced algorithms 
and machine learning to expose anomalies that 
indicate, in real time, the presence of advanced 

Cyber threat hunting is the human-
driven search for one or more phases of a 
cyberattack using a combination of tools, 
information and investigative techniques: 

• Intuition, hunches and hypotheses

• Threat intelligence

• Behavioural analytics

• Complete situational awareness

•  Security tools that produce consumable 
data.
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Know your network. Know your threats. Take control.™

What is rapidPHIRE?

rapidPHIRE is a context-aware cyber security NTA (Network Traffic Analytics) platform 
that provides situational awareness and remediation of cyber threats operating inside 
SMB and Enterprise networks.

Using advanced network traffic analysis and machine learning, rapidPHIRE lets you 
track threats as they enter your network perimeter, watch lateral movement between 
endpoints, and develop a complete understanding of your security event history.

It costs time, money, and personnel to maintain effective security posture. Imagine a 
cost-effective solution that provides efficiency, reduces costs, and provides you with a 
tangible return on investment. 

rapidPHIRE is built on the philosophy of ‘watch’, ‘learn’, ‘react’. Know your network. 
Know your threats. Take control. Gain an unparalleled understanding of your network 
infrastructure and cyber security posture. rapidPHIRE does the heavy-lifting; 
empowering you to tackle today’s ever-evolving security climate. 
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Applications and use cases

Defence and security

Local, regional and national governments Healthcare

Energy and critical infrastructure

What you have is light years ahead of anyone else in this space. 
We may have to define a new category for rapidPHIRE®. I have 

never seen anything like it.
Senior executive at a major technology advisory company

Example success stories

A government contractor was unaware 
it had been hacked until it installed 
rapidPHIRE and discovered malicious 
activity, and subsequently locked 

down its network. Alternative solutions were three 
times as costly.

A public sector client needed 
visualization to track users and 
sensitive information assets. By 
deploying rapidPHIRE to monitor Active 

Directory, SharePoint and an encrypted enclave, it 
realized a 5-to-1 saving over traditional options.

1 2

Use cases

Threat visualization 
and protection of 
information assets

Tracking and 
remediating 
insider threats

IP theft 
prevention

  Cyber incident 
response and 
forensics.
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Features and benefits
Universal anomaly detection
Agentless implementations are able to detect 
anomalous network and endpoint behaviour 
regardless of the endpoint operating system or 
device type.

Cyber kill chain analytics
Define custom series of suspicious cyber events 
and use visual queries to find out within seconds 
if other endpoints in your network have been 
affected, so you can take immediate remediation 
action.

Real-time detection
You do not need to have someone watching the 
system at all times. rapidPHIRE® delivers critical 
information to any authorized device and provides 
real-time custom alerting and reporting.

Dynamic granular control
To counteract threats, rapidPHIRE integrates 
seamlessly with the world’s leading technology 
partners to provide the lightest touch possible with 
a single click. 

Flexible and scalable architecture
rapidPHIRE’s scalable deployment configuration 
provides unparalleled coverage of an entire 
network through a single pane of glass for all sizes 
of organization.

Intuitive visualization
You do not need to be an expert to understand 
rapidPHIRE’s analytics dashboards. The 
information is presented logically and is easy  
to follow.

Multi-vector defence
Cyber defence options are totally configurable 
to your tolerance and/or operational ability, 
with options ranging from automated to semi-
automated to manual. rapidPHIRE can instantly 
and permanently quarantine threats and malicious 
behaviour using either native rapidPHIRE Active 
Defence or an integrated third-party solution.

CyRIN threat feed
Custom Cyber Risk Intelligence Network (CyRIN) 
provides continuous updates to the software and 
threat intelligence.

Advanced multi-engine scanning
Quickly scan files with dozens of antimalware 
engines for known and unknown threats, improving 
the malware detection rate and speeding up 
throughput. Utilize advanced threat protection 
and analytics to prevent undetected zero-day and 
targeted attacks.

Application awareness
rapidPHIRE knows if an application is being used 
to compromise your information systems or send 
your corporate data outside your organization to 
malicious actors.

• In-depth review and analysis

• Full contextual awareness

• 360˚ security visibility of your network

• Global threat intelligence

• Multi-tenant solution

• Lateral movement monitoring

•  Full spectrum network and endpoint 
detection and response

• Plug-and-play installation

• Third-party integration

• Agent or agentless deployment
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1. Ponemon Institute; Cost of a Data Breach Report 2020
2.  Gallagher; https://insurance-edge.net/2020/04/11/gallagher-survey-finds-60-of-cyber-attacks-caused-by-human-error/
3. Allianz Risk Barometer 2021

Take control of your network and boost your cybersecurity by using rapidPHIRE® – the same 
solution that provides continuous, timely updates 24/7 to RHEA’s world-class security operations 
centre (SOC) services, including our Managed Detection and Response (MDR) solutions.

About us
RHEA Group is a privately-owned professional engineering and solutions company, providing tailored engineering solutions, system 
development and security services for space, military, government and other critical infrastructure organizations. Since its creation in 
1992, RHEA has built a reputation as a trusted partner, developing tailored solutions that help drive organizational and cultural initiatives, 
leading to sustainable added value for its customers.

Headquartered in Belgium for its European operations and in Montreal for its North American operations, RHEA Group employs over 
600 people and has offices in Belgium, Luxembourg, UK, Czech Republic, Italy, France, Germany, Spain, Switzerland, the Netherlands 
and Canada and works at clients’ premises throughout Europe and North America. RHEA is ISO 9001 and ISO 27001 certified.

info@rheagroup.com

www.rheagroup.com
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Protect your reputation
rapidPHIRE keeps your business-
critical assets secure from sophisticated 
threats and preserves your customers’ 
information and loyalty.

Save time
rapidPHIRE will reduce the time to detect 
attacks without having to be constantly 
monitored and without interfering with 
your organization’s daily operations. 

Contact us to discover how RHEA Group can support your cybersecurity programme. 

Belgium
RHEA Group (headquarters), 
Avenue Einstein 8, 1300 Wavre, 
Belgium

Canada
6700 Chemin de la Côte-de-Liesse, 
Suite 102, Montréal, Québec,  
H4T 2B5 Canada

A new dimension of cyber intelligence

Reduce costs
rapidPHIRE is a cost-effective 
solution that can scale up as your 
need grows.

Conserve effort
rapidPHIRE does the heavy lifting  
on your behalf.

To find out more contact: info@rheagroup.com


